CVQG JANUARY MYSTERY WORKSHOP

Led by Carol Bloomhardt

Class -- Saturday January 23 from 9:30 AM to 1:00 PM (Zoom can start at 9)

Tools

- Rotary cutter
- Cutting mat
- 8 ½ x 8 ½ inch square ruler or larger (nice to have not required)- We will be trimming blocks down to 8 ½ inch square. I will cut the blocks with a perfect 10 ruler (creative grids), a 12 ½ x 12 ½ Omnigrid ruler and a 24 inch ruler.
- 4 x 14 inch ruler – 6 x 24 inch ruler can be used
- Iron and ironing surface

Fabric

- Multi Colors – At least 5 different colors medium to dark – small prints and tone on tone is what I used.
- Accent color – dark
- Background – light – helps to show off the other colors

I will make a table runner during the workshop. Please come with enough fabric cut (see yardage sheet) to make the table runner (if you plan on making a bigger quilt do not cut the two 1.5 x 15 accent pieces). If you plan on making a bigger quilt you will have a good start on making the required blocks. Complete pattern for all sizes will be available at the end of the workshop.